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Computing Isometries of Lattices
W. PLESKEN AND B. SOUVIGNIERy
Lehrstuhl B fu¨r Mathematik, Rheinisch-Westfa¨lische Technische Hochschule Aachen,
Templergraben 64, D-52062 Aachen, Germany
We present the main ideas for an algorithm to calculate the group of automorphisms of
a Euclidean lattice. This algorithm can be applied to related problems, e.g. to compute
Bravais groups, to calculate automorphisms of lattices over number elds or, in a slightly
modied version, to nd isometries between lattices.
An implementation of the algorithm by the second author has been successfully ap-
plied to lattices up to dimension 40 and allows, for example, obtaining of generators
for the automorphism group of the Leech lattice in less than 30 min on a HP 9000/730
workstation.
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1. Introduction
We report on some new ideas to calculate the group of automorphisms of a lattice with a
positive denite quadratic form, which lead to an improvement of an algorithm described
by Plesken and Pohst (1985) and Souvignier (1991).
To illustrate the reach of the algorithm, e.g. two matrices generating the automorphism
group of the Leech lattice can be calculated in less than 30 min on a HP 9000/730 work-
station. Moreover, three of the densest known lattices in dimension 32 (cf. Quebbemann,
1984, 1987, Bachoc, 1995) are shown to be non-isometric in this paper, indeed their
automorphism groups are determined and turn out to be non-isomorphic.
The algorithm has successfully been used in various situations cf. for example Scharlau
(1994), Plesken and Nebe (1995), Plesken and Pohst (1993) or Souvignier (1994).
2. Notation
Let L be a Z-lattice of rank n,  : L  L ! Z a positive denite bilinear form on
L, B = (b1 : : : bn) a Z-basis of L and F the Gram matrix of  with respect to B, i.e.
Fij := (bi; bj). Denote by G the automorphism group of L and by Gi the pointwise
stabilizer of b1; : : : ; bi−1 in G. Let S be the (nite) set of vectors v 2 L of norm (v; v)
up to max(Fiij1  i  n).
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3. The Basic Idea
For k  n call (v1; : : : ; vk) a k-partial automorphism if (vi; vj) = Fij for 1  i; j  k.
The n-partial automorphisms represent the automorphisms of L. Whereas Witt’s The-
orem on extending partial isometries guarantees that every k-partial automorphism ex-
tends to an automorphism in case of vector spaces over elds, here it can happen that a
k-partial automorphism cannot even be extended to a (k+ 1)-partial automorphism. Be-
cause of the niteness of S, testing whether for k < n a k-partial automorphism extends
to a (k+1)-partial automorphism can be checked in reasonable time. However, it is highly
desirable in a backtrack search to reject as early as possible k-partial automorphisms not
extending to automorphisms. One therefore has to nd in addition to the scalar products
further testable properties of k-partial automorphisms, which are restrictions of n-partial
automorphisms.
4. The Fingerprint
One property, which was already used in the algorithm in Plesken and Pohst (1985), is
that the number of extensions of a k-partial automorphism to a (k+ 1)-partial automor-
phism must be preserved by automorphisms. These numbers can also be used to obtain
a better ordering for the bi. This information is stored in a matrix, called ngerprint,
which is calculated as follows:
Suppose that the indices j1; : : : ; ji−1 are already chosen, then dene fik by fik := 0
if k 2 fj1; : : : ; ji−1g and fik := jfv 2 S j (v; v) = Fkk and (v; bjl) = Fkjl for l =
1; : : : ; i − 1gj else. Now choose ji such that fiji is minimal among the fik 6= 0. Then
bi 7! bji is a permutation of the basis vectors such that in each step the possible number
of continuations of a partial automorphism is minimal. To avoid a mess of indices we
assume for the rest of this paper that the permutation is the identity, i.e. ji = i for all i.
Dene fi := fii, then one has jGj 
Qn
i=1 fi, since fi is an upper bound for the length
of the orbit biGi. A measure of how ill-conditioned a lattice (and its basis) is for this
algorithm is the product
Qn
i=k+1 fi, where k is the minimal index such that fk 6= jbkGkj,
since this is a (realistic) upper bound for the number of dead ends in the backtrack search
after choosing a wrong image for bk. Clearly this can only be analysed a posteriori.
5. Vector Sums
Especially for lattices, which do not have a big symmetry, the ngerprint alone is not
enough to detect dead ends early enough. Instead of counting the number of vectors with
correct scalar products only, one can also take into account arbitrary combinations of
scalar products and not only count the vectors having this combination of scalar products
but use their sum.
More precisely, for s = (s1; : : : ; sl) 2 Zl and an l-partial automorphism v = (v1; : : : ; vl)
dene Xs(v) := fw 2 S j (w; vi) = si for i = 1; : : : ; lg and Xs(v) :=
P
w2Xs(v) w. Then
for an automorphism ’ of L one has Xs(b1; : : : ; bl)’ = Xs(b1’; : : : ; bl’).
The preprocessing of the algorithm consists of the computation of the ngerprint and
of the vector sums. What is stored after the preprocessing is:
(i) The ngerprint.
(ii) For each 1  l  n:
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(a) a Z-basis Bl of the lattice generated by the Xs(b1; : : : ; bl), expressed as a linear
combination of certain of the Xs(b1; : : : ; bl),
(b) the scalar products of the vectors in Bl,
(c) the coordinates of all Xs(b1; : : : ; bl) with respect to Bl.
Since the number of vectors Xs explodes for growing l, it turned out to be ecient
to replace the sets Xs by sets X 0s(v1; : : : ; vl) := fw 2 S j (w; vi) = si for i = l0; : : : ; lg
with l0 := max(1; l + 1 − d), where d is some chosen constant, which we call the depth
parameter. The value d = 0 corresponds to the old method using only the ngerprint,
the value d = 1 more or less to the old method using \types" for the elements of S in
addition.
6. Bacher Polynomials
The ideas described so far work well for very many lattices, but one has diculties in
handling lattices with \few" automorphisms, i.e. lattices where the full automorphism
group has many orbits on the set of shortest vectors. In this situation one would like
to have an invariant distinguishing the orbits of the automorphism group. An invariant
which seems to work well in many cases (in all cases we have considered so far) has
been introduced by Bacher (1993). He attaches to each vector v of minimal length m a
polynomial Bv(X), which is dened as follows: choose some a > 0 (usually a = m=2),
let W := fw 2 L j (w;w) = m;(v; w) = ag and denote for w 2 W by n(w) the
number of pairs fy; zg of vectors in W such that (w; y) = (w; z) = (y; z) = a.
Then dene Bv(X) :=
P
w2W X
n(w). Since Bv(X) is dened just by scalar products it
is clear that for an isometry  one has Bv(X) = Bv(X). Hence one needs only those
1-partial automorphisms (v1) for which Bv1(X) = Bb1(X). Since the determination of
these polynomials is quite expensive, one will use this invariant only if one suspects that
the orbit of b1 under the automorphism group is relatively short.
7. The Backtrack Search
Suppose that (v1; : : : ; vi−1) is an (i − 1)-partial automorphism and let Ci be the list
of candidates for the image of bi which have not yet been tested as a continuation of
(v1; : : : ; vi−1). Choose a vector v 2 Ci, replace Ci by Ci n fvg and check whether the
number of possible continuations of (v1; : : : ; vi−1; v) is fi+1. Then calculate the vector
sums Xs(v1; : : : ; vi−1; v) and with the help of the coecients stored in ii(a) the \pseudo
image" B0l of the basis Bl. Now check, whether the scalar products of the vectors in B
0
l
coincide with those stored in ii(b) and whether the linear combinations of the vectors in
B0l with the coecients stored in ii(c) coincide with the vector sums Xs(v1; : : : ; vi−1; v).
If all conditions are fullled, set vi := v and proceed to the next step, else choose the
next vector from Ci. If Ci = ; decrease i until Ci 6= ;.
8. The Stabilizer Chain
What has been said so far, refers to the calculation of just one automorphism. To
obtain the full group of automorphisms one follows the concept of strong generating sets
as introduced by Sims (1971) with B as base for the action of G, i.e. one calculates a
generating set G for G such that Gi is generated by G \ Gi for i = 1; : : : ; n. For the
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construction of the set G one has two methods: Schreier generators lying in Gi+1 are
obtained as quotients of two elements in Gi mapping bi to the same vector v. These
are cheap, however do not increase the group H  G constructed so far. On the other
hand one obtains generators from the backtrack search. Here the ngerprint gives a good
guideline:
Let k be minimal such that jbkHkj < fk, where Hk := hG\Gki and let Ck be the set of
candidates for the image of bk not lying in bkHk, then check for representatives v of the
orbits of Hk on Ck, whether there exists γ 2 Gk with bkγ = v. If such a γ exists, replace
G by G [ fγg, Hk by hHk; γi and the orbits by their fusions under γ. If not, replace fk
by fk − jvHkj. Then remove vHk from Ck.
8.1. Examples
(1) An example showing the quality of the ngerprint is the Leech lattice. We choose
a basis of norm 4 vectors. For our choice the values for fk resp. jbkGkj are:
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 . . . 24
fk 196 560 4600 891 336 32 40 7 2 1 1 2 1
jbkGkj 196 560 4600 891 336 32 40 6 2 1 1 2 1
The full automorphism group 2:Co1 of order 222  39  54  72  11  13  23 can be
calculated in 26 min CPU-time on a HP 9000/730 and is generated by only two
elements via the stabilizer chain.
(2) In contrast to that, one has for a lattice in the genus of the 16-dimensional Barnes{
Wall lattice [cf. Scharlau and Venkov (1994) lattice L4 with root system 8C2],
generated by vectors of norm 2 and 4:
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
fk 32 30 28 26 16 4 3 2 16 8 3 2 4 2 4 2
jbkGkj 32 28 24 4 16 1 1 1 16 8 2 1 4 2 4 2
Choosing the depth d = 5 the automorphism group of order 230  3  7 can be
computed in 14 s. For d = 4 it takes already more than 5 min. Using only the
ngerprint (d = 0) there was no result even after 50 h.
(3) The following three examples are 32-dimensional lattices, which are 2-modular (i.e.
are isometric to their 2-scaled dual lattice) and have highest known density in
dimension 32 (261 120 vectors of minimum length 6). They are proved to be non-
isometric by the fact that they have non-isomorphic automorphism groups. These
groups were computed without using any information about symmetries coming
from the construction of the lattices.
(a) The lattice Q32 described in by Quebbemann (1987), is constructed over Z[8]
via a Reed{Solomon code over F9. With respect to a basis of norm 6 vectors
one has:
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k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . . 32
fk 261 120 1520 192 2 189 4 3 1
jbkGkj 1920 2 1 1 18 1 3 1
Without using Bacher polynomials and with depth d = 4 it already takes 1 h
CPU-time to calculate G3 and 12 h to calculate G2, which would be impos-
sible using only the ngerprint. With Bacher polynomials one obtains the full
group G of automorphisms after 0822 h CPU-time. It has order 29  34  5
and is absolutely irreducible as matrix group. It has the structure of the cen-
tral product 2:A6 Y H extended by V4, where H is the subdirect product of
C23 : V4 and Q16 amalgamated over the common factor group V4. The largest
perfect subgroup of G is G(3) = 2:A6 and restricted to this subgroup the natu-
ral representation has two absolutely irreducible constituents of degree 4, each
with multiplicity 4. Under the action of G the set of shortest vectors falls into
6 orbits of lengths 1920, 34 560 (3x), 51 840 and 103 680. The automorphism
group leaves invariant a sublattice of Q32 of index 38, which decomposes into
two copies of a 16-dimensional 6-modular lattice L with jAut(L)j = 210  36  5
and 960 shortest vectors (of norm 6), cf. Plesken and Nebe (1995).
(b) The lattice Q032 described by Quebbemann (1984), which is erroneously de-
scribed to be isometric with Q32 in Conway and Sloane (1988), p. 220, is con-
structed using the embedding of the quaternion group Q8 into SL2(F3). With
respect to some basis of shortest vectors one has:
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . . 32
fk 261 120 1520 144 10 8 3 2 1
jbkGkj 12 288 108 1 1 1 1 1 1
With Bacher polynomials and depth d = 4 it takes 0401 h CPU-time to com-
pute the group G of automorphisms. It is a soluble group of order 214 34 and is
absolutely irreducible as matrix group. Under the action of G the set of short-
est vectors falls into 4 orbits of lengths 12 288, 55 296, 82 944 and 110 592. The
automorphism group leaves invariant a sublattice of Q032 of index 2
16, which
decomposes into two copies of the 16-dimensional Barnes{Wall lattice 16 with
jAut(16)j = 221  35  52  7 and 4320 shortest vectors (of norm 4), cf. Plesken
and Nebe (1995).
(c) The third of these lattices was constructed by Bachoc (1995) over the Hurwitz-
quaternions. With respect to a basis of shortest vectors one has:
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . . 32
fk 261 120 1520 160 93 16 3 2 1
jbkGkj 36 864 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
With Bacher polynomials and depth d = 4 it takes 0615 h CPU-time to com-
pute the group G of automorphisms. It is a soluble group of order 213 32 and is
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Table 1. Unimodular lattices of dimension 32.
jAut(F )j n. a. Simple factors Character #Orbits
F1 221  3  7 PSL2(7) 32 10
F2 217  3 − 8 + 24 36
F3 218 − 16 + 16 42
F4 216  3 − 8 + 24 33
F5 214 − 2ab + 4 + 8 + 8 + 8 147
F6 214  3  5 Alt(5) 8 + 24 21
F7 212  3 − 1ab + 2 + 2ab + 6 + 6 + 12 165
F8 215  32 − 4ab + 24 30
F9 216  32 − 2ab + 12 + 16 29
F10 228  32  7 PSL2(7) 32 4
F11 225  32  5 Alt(6) 32 7
F12 216  34  5 Alt(6) 8 + 24 8
absolutely irreducible as matrix group. Under the action of G the set of shortest
vectors falls into 15 orbits of lengths 3072, 6144 (3x), 9216 (2x), 18 432 (6x)
and 36 864 (3x). The automorphism group leaves invariant a sublattice of in-
dex 28, which is the 32-dimensional Barnes{Wall lattice 32 with 146 880 short-
est vectors of norm 4 and Aut(32) = 21+10O+10(2) of order 231 35 52 7 17 31.
(4) Finally we want to give some results, where even with Bacher polynomials the
running time for one example was about 400 h. We applied the algorithm to the 12
unimodular lattices of dimension 32 with minimum 4 having a neighbor containing
the root system 24A1 which were determined by Koch and Nebe (1993). For each
lattice we started with a subgroup of order 28 which can easily be obtained from
the construction of the lattice. Table 1 summarizes the most important information
about the automorphism groups. It gives the order of the automorphism group,
the non-abelian simple factors if there are any, the decomposition of the natural
character into absolutely irreducibles and the number of orbits of the automorphism
group on the set of shortest vectors.
9. Variations
With minor modications this algorithm can also be applied to other problems, e.g.:
(1) Isometries between two lattices L and L0: the ngerprint and vector sums are cal-
culated with respect to a basis B of L, then a basis of L0 having the same scalar
products as the vectors in B is searched. For isometric lattices the time to nd an
isometry is roughly the time to nd one element of the automorphism group. By
this method it could be checked that the three 32-dimensional examples are in fact
2-modular.
(2) Bravais groups: the single Gram matrix, which is xed by automorphisms can clearly
be replaced by a collection of Gram matrices.
(3) Automorphisms of lattices over number elds with a totally positive bilinear or
hermitian form taking values in the ring of integers of the number eld, cf. e.g.
Scharlau (1994): these lattices can be dealt with as lattices over Z with several Z-
valued bilinear forms, at least one of which is symmetric and positive denite.
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10. Some Practical Remarks
(1) One crucial aspect in this algorithm is the size of the set S of short vectors. It is
highly desirable to nd a basis of the lattice such that the longest vector in the
basis is as short as possible. Reduction methods like Minkowski-pair-reduction or
LLL-reduction give good results but it is known to be a hard problem to nd an
optimal basis. If worst comes to worst one might even select a basis from a list
of short vectors. If a lattice is badly conditioned it often pays to look at the dual
lattice, since it might be easier to nd a good basis there.
(2) If one hesitates to compute the full automorphism group at once, one can instead try
to get some point stabilizers with respect to dierent bases. The subgroups obtained
in this way often generate a substantial subgroup of the full automorphism group.
(3) The most dicult lattices seem to be those which look like symmetric ones but have
no symmetry. In dimension 32 all unimodular lattices with minimal length 4 have
the same number of shortest vectors and look very much alike. Amongst these is the
Barnes{Wall lattice for which the automorphism group can be computed in 38 min
(with depth d = 4 and without Bacher polynomials). On the other hand it took
160 h CPU-time to prove that the automorphism group of a randomly chosen of
these lattices is fIdg (with Bacher polynomials and depth d = 5).
(4) A strategy for the use of the dierent invariants could be as follows: the ngerprint
alone should suce for examples with a large automorphism group. If the algorithm
does not nd any automorphism after a reasonable amount of time (which depends
on the dimension and the number of short vectors), one should restart it using
vector sums. A measure of the quality for the choice of the depth parameter are
the dimensions of the lattices generated by the vector sums, which are determined
in the preprocessing. For lattices where this still does not give any automorphism
one should additionally use the Bacher polynomials.
(5) The application of this algorithm is limited on the one hand by storage problems,
since the full list of short vectors must be kept, on the other hand by running time
problems, since the determination of the shortest vectors has exponential complex-
ity. In dimensions around 40 there are certainly lattices, where both limits are ex-
ceeded. However, we have successfully managed examples in dimensions between 40
and 56. Up to now we were able to compute the automorphism groups of all the
lattices where we could compute the list of shortest vectors.
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